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research  
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primary issues

secondary issues

tertiary issues
“in the winter time i have to get into my 
wetsuit, in the freezing water to wash 
the all season boats. i hate it, but it’s 

got to be done.”

“time is money to me. i want to 
keep my boat in good 

condition, but everything is so 
time consuming. i feel like i 

can’t do it all.”

“ there is no amount of money 
that could suffice for the 

amount of lost time that an 
automated washing service 

could provide.”
dry docking leads to 

exuberant time  consump-
tion and cost additions
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cleaning boats is 
undesirable work due 

to its physically 
intensive nature. 

the amount of fuel required 
to transport to the station 
as well as its unavailability 
at the station.

many of the washing 
solutions used when 
cleaning boats today are 
harmful to the environment 
and are not properly 
disposed of or recycled.

aside from the work being 
physically demanding, the 
workers are required to 
wash the boats year round 
no matter the condition.

cost: washing the hull of a 
boat can range anywhere 

from $10-$50 per foot 
pending on how dirty it is.

time: it can take up to 3 
hours to wash the hull of a 

boat. the process of 
transportation, dry docking, 
and cleaning adds up to a 

hefty chunk of time.

transportation: to perform 
basic boat maintenance, 
such as fueling, septic 

removal, and washing, you 
have to travel to three 

separate locations. 



integrate.
the current method of washing a pleasure 
boat is time consuming, costly, and 
inefficient. the goal of this design is to 
simplify the task of washing the hull of a 
boat for both the customer and the person 
washing the boat. to have a centralized 
dock to perform all of the basic tasks 
integrated into one system. this has 
existed for years in the realm of the 
automotive industry. why not boats?

centralize.
simplify. fuel  (filling station)

septic (removal) 

wash (hull cleaning)  

proposal  



inspiration  

architectural.
integrated.
functional.

looking for products that have 
been updated from their archaic 
predecessors. fire fighting hose 
nozzles, gas stations, car 
washes. the boat dock has not 
been redesigned since its birth.

inspired by the people, products, 
and environments that make up 
the boating community. drawing 
inspirations from other hydro-
powered products and devices.
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